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Abstract. I begin by giving a general discussion of completely integrable Hamiltonian
systems in the setting of contact geometry. We then pass to the particular case of toric
contact structures on the manifold S2 × S3. In particular we give a complete solution to
the contact equivalence problem for a class of toric contact structures, Y p,q, discovered by
physicists by showing that Y p,q and Y p
′
,q
′
are inequivalent as contact structures if and only
if p 6= p′.
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1 Introduction
This paper is based on a talk given at the S4 conference at the University of Minnesota in
honor of Willard Miller Jr. In turn that talk was based on my recent work in progress with
J. Pati [25] where we study the question of when certain toric contact structures on S3-bundles
over S2 belong to equivalent contact structures. As in the talk, in this paper we concentrate on
a particularly interesting special class of toric contact structures on S2×S3 studied by physicists
in [36, 51, 52], and denoted by Y p,q where p, q are relatively prime integers satisfying 0 < q < p.
These structures have become of much interest in the study of the AdS/CFT conjecture [37, 38]
in M-theory since they admit Sasaki–Einstein metrics. The AdS/CFT correspondence relates
string theory on the product of anti-deSitter space with a compact Einstein space to quan-
tum field theory on the conformal boundary, thus giving a kind of holographic principle. As
Sasaki–Einstein metrics admit Killing spinors [34, 35], the string theories or M-theory are su-
persymmetric. The relation to contact structures is that Sasakian metrics are a special class of
contact metric structures, and roughly Sasakian geometry is to contact geometry what Ka¨hlerian
geometry is to symplectic geometry. We refer to the recent book [22] for a thorough treatment
of Sasakian geometry.
The connection between completely integrable Hamiltonian systems and toric geometry in
the symplectic setting is best described by the famous Arnold–Liouville theorem1 which in its
modern formulation (due to Arnold [3]) roughly states the following: let (M2n, ω) be a symplectic
manifold of dimension 2n with a Hamiltonian h, and assume that there are n first integrals
⋆This paper is a contribution to the Special Issue “Symmetry, Separation, Super-integrability and Special
Functions (S4)”. The full collection is available at http://www.emis.de/journals/SIGMA/S4.html
1A very nice treatment is given by Audin [6].
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f = (h = f1, . . . , fn) in involution that are functionally independent on a dense open subset
of M . Such a structure is called a completely integrable Hamiltonian system. Let a be a regular
value of the moment map f : M−−→Rn, and assume that the fiber fa = f
−1(a) is compact
and connected, then fa is a torus T
n, and moreover, there is a neighborhood of fa that is
diffeomorphic to T n ×Dn where Dn is an n-dimensional disk, and the flow of h is linear in the
standard coordinates on T n and independent of the coordinates of Dn. The coordinates of T n
are called angle coordinates and those of Dn action coordinates. Thus, locally such a manifold
looks like a toric symplectic manifold, that is, a symplectic manifold with a locally free local
torus action. However, there is an obstruction to having a global torus action [31, 14], namely
the monodromy of a certain period lattice. The case where one does have a global Hamiltonian
T n-action on a compact symplectic manifold (M2n, ω) is both beautiful and well-understood.
First, there is the Atiyah–Guillemin–Sternberg theorem [5, 40] which says that the image of
the moment map is a convex polytope in Rn, and then a theorem of Delzant [30] which states
that the polytope characterizes the toric symplectic structure up to equivariant Hamiltonian
symplectomorphism.
Turning to the contact case, the development has been more recent. In fact, developing a the-
ory of completely integrable systems in contact geometry was listed as problem #1995-12 in [4].
Arnold seemed to have been unaware of the seminal work of Banyaga and Molino [9, 10, 8] who
develop the case of a local action of an (n + 1)-dimensional torus on an oriented compact con-
tact manifold giving the contact version of the Arnold–Liouville theorem under some additional
assumptions. But even a bit earlier the foliation approach to contact complete integrability
was given [49, 56]. Much more recently a description in terms of a flag of foliations was given
in [44]. The approach presented here is more along the classical lines of using first integrals of
commuting functions. As we shall see there are some subtle differences with the symplectic case
which manifest themselves differently depending on the presentation. As mentioned above our
main focus will be on completely integrable contact systems on a (2n+1)-dimensional compact
contact manifold that arise from the global action of an (n+ 1)-dimensional torus.
As in the symplectic case the monodromy of an appropriate period lattice is the obstruction
to having a global T n+1-action. In [21] the subclass of contact manifolds with a T n+1-action
whose Reeb vector field lies in the Lie algebra of the torus was studied. It was shown that
all such toric contact manifolds (of Reeb type) are determined by a certain polytope lying in
a hyperplane (the characteristic hyperplane) in the dual of the Lie algebra of the torus, and
they can all be obtained from contact reduction of an odd dimensional sphere with its standard
contact structure. Furthermore, all toric contact structures of Reeb type admit a compatible
Sasakian metric. A complete classification of all compact toric contact manifolds up to T n+1-
equivariance was then given by Lerman [46]. We are interested in the contact equivalence
problem in the toric setting. We can ask the following question. Given any two inequivalent
toric contact Hamiltonian structures on a smooth manifold M , when are they equivalent as
contact manifolds? Although there are several new results in this paper, its main purpose is to
give a proof of the following theorem which is a particular case of the more general results to
appear in [25].
Theorem 1. Let p, q be relatively prime integers satisfying 0 < q < p. The toric contact
structures Y p,q and Y p
′,q′ on S2 × S3 belong to equivalent contact structures if and only if
p′ = p, and for each fixed integer p > 1 there are exactly φ(p) toric contact structures Y p,q on
S2×S3 that are equivalent as contact structures. Moreover, the contactomorphism group of Y p,q
has at least φ(p) conjugacy classes of maximal tori of dimension three.
Here φ(p) denotes the Euler phi function, that is the number of positive integers that are less
than p and relatively prime to p.
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2 A brief review of contact geometry
In this section we give a very brief review of contact geometry referring to the books [50, 12, 22,
11] for details.
2.1 Contact manifolds
Recall that a contact structure on a connected oriented manifold M is an equivalence class of
1-forms η satisfying η ∧ (dη)n 6= 0 everywhere on M where two 1-forms η, η′ are equivalent if
there exists a nowhere vanishing function f such that η′ = fη. We shall also assume that our
contact structure has an orientation, or equivalently, the function f is everywhere positive. More
conveniently the contact structure can be thought of as the oriented 2n-plane bundle defined
by D = ker η. A manifold M with a contact structure D is called a contact manifold which is
necessarily odd dimensional, and is denoted by (M,D). Choosing a contact form η gives D the
structure of a symplectic vector bundle with 2-form dη. Choosing another contact form η′ = fη
we see that
dη′|D×D = fdη|D×D, (1)
so D has a natural conformal symplectic structure.
For every choice of contact 1-form η there exists a unique vector field Rη, called the Reeb
vector field, that satisfies η(Rη) = 1 and Rη dη = 0. The dynamics of the Reeb field Rη can
change drastically as we change η. The one dimensional foliation FRη on M generated by Rη is
often called the characteristic foliation. We say that the foliation FRη is quasi-regular if there
is a positive integer k such that each point has a foliated coordinate chart (U, x) such that each
leaf of FRη passes through U at most k times. If k = 1 then the foliation is called regular. We
also say that the corresponding contact 1-form η is quasi-regular (regular), and more generally
that a contact structure D is quasi-regular (regular) if it has a quasi-regular (regular) contact
1-form. A contact 1-form (or characteristic foliation) that is not quasi-regular is called irregular.
When M is compact a regular contact form η is a connection 1-form in a principle S1 bundle
pi : M−−→Z over a symplectic base manifold Z whose symplectic form ω satisfies pi∗ω = dη.
In the quasi-regular case pi : M−−→Z is an S1 orbibundle over the symplectic orbifold Z. The
former is known as the Boothby–Wang construction [13] and the latter the orbifold Boothby–
Wang construction [20]. S1 orbibundles play an important role in the proof of Theorem 1.
2.2 Compatible metrics and Sasakian structures
Let (M,D) be a contact manifold and fix a contact form η. Choose an almost complex struc-
ture J in the symplectic vector bundle (D, dη) and extend it to a section Φ of the endomorphism
bundle of TM by demanding that it annihilates the Reeb vector field, that is, ΦRη = 0. We say
that the almost complex structure J is compatible with D if for any sections X, Y of D we have
dη(JX, JY ) = dη(X,Y ), dη(JX, Y ) > 0.
Note that gD(X,Y ) = dη(JX, Y ) defines an Hermitian metric on the vector bundleD. Moreover,
we can extend this to a Riemannian metric on M by defining
g = dη ◦ (Φ⊗ 1l) + η ⊗ η.
Note that the contact metric g satisfies the compatibility condition
g(ΦX,ΦY ) = g(X,Y )− η(X)η(Y ),
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where X, Y are vector fields on M . Then the quadruple S = (Rη, η,Φ, g) is called a contact
metric structure onM . Note also that the pair (D, J) defines a strictly pseudoconvex almost CR
structure on M . The contact metric structure (Rη, η,Φ, g) is said to be K-contact if the Reeb
vector field Rη is a Killing vector field for the metric g, that is, if £Rηg = 0. This is equivalent
to the condition £RηΦ = 0. If in addition the almost CR structure (D, J) is integrable, that is
a CR structure, then (Rη , η,Φ, g) is a Sasakian structure. For a detailed treatment, including
many examples, of Sasakian structures we refer to [22].
If M is compact and S = (Rη , η,Φ, g) is a Sasakian structure (actually K-contact is enough)
on M , then if necessary by perturbing the Reeb vector field we can take Rη to generate an
S1-action which leaves invariant the Sasakian structure. So the Sasakian automorphism group
Aut(S) which is a compact Lie group has dimension at least one. If its maximal torus T k has
dimension k greater than one, then there is a cone t+k of Reeb vector fields, the Sasaki cone, lying
in the Lie algebra tk of T
k such that η(ξ) > 0 everywhere for all ξ ∈ t+k . Note that the vector
field ξ is the Reeb vector field for the contact form η′ = η
η(ξ) , and the induced contact metric
structure S ′ = (ξ, η′,Φ′, g′) is Sasakian. The conical nature of tk is exhibited by the transverse
homothety (cf. [22]) which takes a Sasakian structure S = (ξ, η,Φ, g) to the Sasakian structure
Sa =
(
a−1ξ, aη,Φ, ag +
(
a2 − a
)
η ⊗ η
)
for any a ∈ R+.
2.3 The symplectization
Contact geometry can be understood in terms of symplectic geometry through its symplectiza-
tion. Given a contact structure D on M we recall the symplectic cone C(M) = M × R+ with
its natural symplectic structure Ω = d(r2η) where r is a coordinate on R+. Note that Ω only
depends on the contact structureD and not on the choice of contact form η. For if η′ = e2fη is an-
other choice of contact form, we can change coordinates r′ = e−fr to give d(r′2η′) = d(r2η) = Ω.
The symplectic cone (C(M),Ω) is called the symplectization or the symplectification of (M,D).
Recall the Liouville vector field Ψ = r ∂
∂r
on the cone C(M) and notice that it is invariant under
the above change of coordinates, i.e., Ψ = r ∂
∂r
= r′ ∂
∂r′
. We have chosen the dependence of Ω
on the radial coordinate to be homogeneous of degree 2 with respect to Ψ, since we want com-
patibility with cone metrics and these are homogeneous of degree 2. In fact, a contact metric
structure (Rη , η,Φ, g) on M gives rise to an almost Ka¨hler structure (Ω, g¯ = dr
2+r2g) on C(M)
which is Ka¨hler if and only if (Rη, η,Φ, g) is Sasakian.
An alternative approach to the symplectization is to consider the cotangent bundle T ∗M with
its canonical (tautological) 1-form defined as follows. It is the unique 1-form θ on T ∗M such
that for every 1-form α : M−−→T ∗M we have α∗θ = α. In local coordinates (xi, pi) on T
∗M
the canonical 1-form is given by θ =
∑
i pidx
i. This gives T ∗M a canonical symplectic structure
defined by dθ. Let Do be the annihilator of D in T ∗M which is a real line bundle on M , and
a choice of contact 1-form η trivializes Do ≈M×R. Then Do \{0} splits as Do \{0} ≈ Do+∪D
o
−,
where the sections of Do+ are of the form fη with f > 0 everywhere on M . Thus, we have the
identification C(M) = M × R+ ≈ Do+ which is also identified with the principal R
+ bundle
associated to the line bundle Do. From a more intrinsic viewpoint the symplectization is the
total space of the principal R+-bundle Do+. A choice of oriented contact form η gives a global
section of Do+, and hence a trivialization of D
o
+. Now η˜ = r
2η is a 1-form on C(M), so η˜∗θ = η˜.
Thus, the symplectic form Ω on C(M) satisfies Ω = dη˜ = η˜∗dθ.
2.4 The group of contactomorphisms
We are interested in the subgroup Con(M,D) of the group Diff(M) of all diffeomorphisms of M
that leave the contact structure D invariant. Explicitly, this contactomorphism group is defined
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by
Con(M,D) = {φ ∈ Diff(M) | φ∗D ⊂ D}.
We are actually interested in the subgroup Con(M,D)+ of contactomorphisms that preserve the
orientation of D. Alternatively, if we choose a contact form η representing D these groups can
be characterized as
Con(M,D) = {φ ∈ Diff(M) | φ∗η = fη, f(x) 6= 0 for all x ∈M},
Con(M,D)+ = {φ ∈ Diff(M) | φ∗η = fη, f(x) > 0 for all x ∈M}.
We are also mainly concerned with the case that the manifold M is compact. In this
case Diff(M) and Con(M,D) can be given the compact-open C∞ topology2 in which case
Con(M,D) becomes a regular Fre´chet Lie group [55, 7] locally modelled on the Fre´chet vector
space con(M,D) of infinitesimal contact transformations, that is the Lie algebra of Con(M,D)
defined by
con(M,D) = {X ∈ X(M) | if Y is a C∞ section of D, so is [X,Y ]},
where X(M) denotes the vector space of all C∞ vector fields on M . It is easy to see that this
is equivalent to the condition
£Xη = aXη (2)
for any contact form η representing D and some aX ∈ C
∞(M). We are also interested in the
subgroup Con(M,η) consisting of all φ ∈ Con(M,D) such that φ∗η = η. Its Lie algebra is
con(M,η) = {X ∈ con(M,D) | £Xη = 0}.
Similarly, on a symplectic manifold (N,ω) we have the group Sym(N,ω) of symplectomor-
phisms defined by
Sym(N,ω) = {φ ∈ Diff(N) | φ∗ω = ω}.
When N is compact this group is also a regular Fre´chet Lie group locally modelled on its Lie
algebra
sym(N,ω) = {X ∈ X(M) | £Xω = 0}.
However, we are interested in the symplectic cone (C(M),Ω) which is non-compact. Fortunately,
the subgroup of Sym(C(M),Ω) that is important for our purposes behaves as if C(M) were
compact. Let D = D(C(M)) denote the 1-parameter group of dilatations generated by the
Liouville vector field Ψ, and let Sym(C(M),Ω)D denote the subgroup consisting of all ele-
ments of Sym(C(M),Ω) that commute with D. Then one easily sees [50] that there is an
isomorphism of groups Sym(C(M),Ω)D ≈ Con(M,D). On the infinitesimal level we also have
con(M,D) ≈ sym(C(M),Ω)D where sym(C(M),Ω)D denotes the Lie subalgebra of all elements
of sym(C(M),Ω) that commute with Ψ. This isomorphism is given explicitly by
X 7→ X −
aX
2
Ψ.
Since aX is defined by equation (2) this isomorphism depends on the choice of contact form η.
2Generally, in the non-compact case, this topology does not control the behavior at infinity, and a much larger
topology should be used.
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2.5 Legendrian and Lagrangian submanifolds
Recall that a subspace E of a symplectic vector space (V, ω) is isotropic or (co-isotropic) if E ⊂
E⊥ or (E⊥ ⊂ E), respectively, where E⊥ denotes the symplectic orthogonal to E. A Lagrangian
subspace is a maximal isotropic subspace or equivalently one which is both isotropic and co-
isotropic, i.e. E = E⊥. A submanifold f : P−−→N of a symplectic manifold (N2n, ω) whose
tangent space at each point p ∈ P is a Lagrangian subspace of (f∗TN)p with respect to f
∗ω
is called a Lagrangian submanifold, and has dimension n. Locally all symplectic manifolds look
the same, and so do all Lagrangian submanifolds. In a local Darboux coodinate chart (pi, q
i)
we have ω =
∑
i dpi ∧ dq
i, and the Lagrangian submanifolds are the leaves of a foliation, called
the Lagrangian foliation, generated by the vector fields {∂pi}
n
i=1. These vector fields form an
n-dimensional Abelian subalgebra of sym(N,ω).
Now consider the case of a contact manifold (M2n+1,D) with its natural conformal symplectic
structure described by equation (1). Then the isotropic and co-isotropic subspaces of Dp at
a point p ∈ M are independent of the choice of η, and the maximal isotropic (Lagrangian)
subspaces have dimension n. An integral submanifold of D whose tangent spaces are Lagrangian
subspaces of D is called a Legendrian submanifold. As in the symplectic case locally all contact
manifolds are the same, and any contact 1-form η can be written in a Darboux coordinate
chart (z, pi, q
i) as η = dz −
∑
i pidq
i. Again the vector fields {∂pi}
n
i=1 give a foliation, called
a Legendrian foliation whose leaves are Legendrian submanifolds; however, these vector fields
are not infinitesimal contact transformation, since
η ∧£∂piη = η ∧
(
∂pi dη + d(η(∂pi)
)
= −η ∧ dqi 6= 0.
Nevertheless, one easily finds infinitesimal contact transformations whose projections onto D
are ∂pi , namely the vector fields ∂pi+q
i∂z. These generate an n-dimensional Abelian subalgebra
of con(M,η). Note that the Reeb vector field of η is ∂z, and that the vector fields {∂pi +
qi∂z, ∂z}
n
i=1 span an (n + 1)-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra of con(M,η), and describes the
‘co-Legendrian foliation’ of [44]. Actually, the local geometry of a contact structure is described
by the vector fields {∂pi + q
i∂z, ∂qi , ∂z}
n
i=1 which span the Lie algebra of the Heisenberg group
H2n+1 ⊂ Con(R2n+1, η).
The main interest in Lagrangian and Legendrian submanifolds is with their global behavior.
Moreover, generally they do not form foliations, but singular foliations, and the nature of the
singularities are often related to the topology of the underlying manifold.
Let us relate Legendrian submanifolds of a contact manifold (M,D) to Lagrangian submani-
folds of the symplectization (C(M),Ω). Choosing a contact form we can write
Ω = d
(
r2η
)
= 2rdr ∧ η + r2dη.
So we see that a Legendrian submanifold L of (M,D) lifts to an isotropic submanifold L˜ of
(C(M),Ω) which by equation (1) is independent of the choice of contact form η. Since La-
grangian submanifolds L of (C(M),Ω) have dimension n + 1, the lift L˜ is a codimension one
submanifold of some L.
2.6 Invariants of contact structures
It is well known that as in symplectic geometry there are no local invariants in contact geometry.
Indeed, if (Dt, ηt) denotes a 1-parameter family of contact structures on M with t ∈ [0, 1], then
Gray’s theorem says that there exists a diffeomorphism ϕt : M−−→M such that ϕ
∗
t ηt = fϕtη0
for each t ∈ [0, 1]. The simplest invariant is the first Chern class c1(D) of the symplectic vector
bundle (D, dη). Note two remarks: first since the set of isomorphism classes of symplectic
vector bundles coincides with the set of isomorphism classes of complex vector bundles, the
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Chern classes of D are well defined; second, c1(D) is independent of the choice of contact form η
since if η′ = fη for some nowhere vanishing smooth function on M , then equation (1) holds. So
if c1(D
′) 6= c1(D), then the contact structures D and D
′ are inequivalent.
However, all the contact structures in Theorem 1 have c1(D) = 0. Thus, it is important to
distinguish contact structures with the same first Chern class. Fortunately, this can be done with
contact homology which is a piece of the larger symplectic field theory of Eliashberg, Givental,
and Hofer [32]. We do not go into details here as it would take us too far afield, but only sketch
the idea and refer to the literature [15, 16, 32] for details. The idea is to construct a Floer-type
homology theory on the free loop space of a contact manifold M . Fix a contact form η and
consider the action functional A : C∞(S1;M)→ R, defined by
A(γ) =
∫
γ
η.
The critical points of A are closed orbits of the Reeb vector field of η, and the gradient trajecto-
ries, considered as living in the symplectization C(M) ofM are pseudoholomorphic curves which
are cylindrically asymptotic over closed Reeb orbits. The idea then is to construct a chain com-
plex C∗ generated by closed Reeb orbits of a suitably generic Reeb vector field. The homology
of this complex is called contact homology, and its grading is determined by the Conley–Zehnder
index (or Robbin–Salamon index) which roughly speaking measures the twisting of nearby Reeb
orbits about a closed Reeb orbit. The differential in this complex is given by a suitable count of
pseudoholomorphic curves in the symplectization C(M) ofM . Assuming a certain transversality
condition holds3, the contact homology ring HC∗ is an invariant of the contact structure, and
thus can be used to distinguish contact structures with the same first Chern class.
Another invariant of a contact manifold (M2n+1,D) is its contactomorphism group Con(M,D);
however, it is too big to be of much use. On the other hand the number n(D, k) of conjugacy
classes of maximal tori of dimension k ≤ n+1 in Con(M,D) is also an invariant, so it too can be
used to distinguish contact structures. The problem here is that unlike the symplectomorphism
group it is difficult to get a precise answer for n(D, k). In our proof of Theorem 1 given in
Section 4.2 we can only obtain a lower bound for the number of conjugacy classes of 3-tori,
namely n(Dp, 3) ≥ φ(p).
3 Toric contact structures as completely integrable Hamiltonian
systems
While completely integrable Hamiltonian systems in symplectic geometry have a long and distin-
guished history, as mentioned previously the contact version of complete integrability has been
considered only fairly recently [9, 10, 21, 46, 44]. In symplectic geometry complete integrability
can be defined in terms of certain possibly singular foliations called Lagrangian foliations, and
the vectors tangent to the leaves of this foliation provide an Abelian Lie algebra of infinitesimal
symplectic transformations of one half the dimension of the manifold at least locally. The si-
tuation in contact geometry is somewhat more subtle. While the contact bundle D does have
a similar foliation, the Legendre foliation, its generic leaves have dimension one less than com-
plete integrability requires. Moreover, non-trivial sections of D are never infinitesimal contact
transformations, so one must extend these sections first. Then one could just add in the Reeb
vector field to obtain an Abelian Lie algebra of the correct dimension. However, this falls short
of capturing all cases.
3A full treatment of the transversality problem awaits the completion of polyfold theory by Hofer, Wysocki,
and Zehnder. See for example [41] and references therein.
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Recall that in symplectic geometry a Hamiltonian for the symplectic structure ω is a smooth
function H such that X ω = −dH where X is an infinitesimal symplectomorphism, that is,
£Xω = 0. However, such an H exists only if the de Rham cohomology class of X ω vanishes.
When it does exist the corresponding vector field XH is called a Hamiltonian vector field and the
triple (N,ω,XH ) is called a Hamiltonian system. Unlike the symplectic case, contact structures
are automatically Hamiltonian; however, one needs to choose a certain isomorphism as described
below.
3.1 Contact Hamiltonian systems
It is a well known result of Libermann (cf. [50]) that a choice of contact 1-form η gives an
isomorphism between the Lie algebra of infinitesimal contact transformations con(M,D) and
the Lie algebra of smooth functions C∞(M) by sending X ∈ con(M,D) to η(X) ∈ C∞(M). The
Lie algebra structure on C∞(M) is given by the Jacobi bracket {η(X), η(Y )}η = η([X,Y ]). We
then call the function η(X) the contact Hamiltonian associated to the contact vector field X.
So any smooth function f on M can be a contact Hamiltonian, but it entails a choice of contact
form. Moreover, as indicated the Jacobi bracket itself depends on the choice of contact form.
Let η′ = fη be another contact form compatible with the co-orientation, so f > 0 everywhere,
and let g, h ∈ C∞(M). Then the corresponding Jacobi brackets are related by
{g, h}η′ = f
{
g
f
,
h
f
}
η
.
Note that unlike the Poisson bracket, the Jacobi bracket does not satisfy the Leibniz rule,
and {g, 1}η = 0 if and only if [Xg, Rη ] = 0 where Rη is the Reeb vector field of η, and Xg is
the Hamiltonian vector field corresponding to g. Furthermore, it is well known [50, 22] that
the centralizer of Rη in con(M,D) is the Lie subalgebra con(M,η). If we fix a contact form
η and consider a Hamiltonian hX = η(X), we can contract equation (2) with the Reeb vector
field Rη of η and use the well known Cartan equation £Xη = X dη+ dhX to give aX = RηhX .
Thus, under the isomorphism defined above the Lie subalgebra con(M,η) of con(M,D) leaving η
invariant is identified with the Lie subalgebra C∞(M)Rη of smooth functions that are invariant
under the flow of the Reeb vector field.
Conversely, fixing a contact form η the function h ∈ C∞(M) gives a unique Hamiltonian
vector field Xh ∈ con(M,D) that satisfies h = η(Xh). Thus, a Hamiltonian contact structure is
a quadruple (M,D, η, h). Although any smooth function can be chosen as a Hamiltonian, it is
often convenient to choose the function 1 = η(Rη) as the Hamiltonian, making the Reeb vector
field Rη the Hamiltonian vector field. We call this a Reeb type Hamiltonian contact structure
and denote it by (M,D, η, 1). It consists only of a contact structure D together with a choice of
contact form η such that D = ker η and the Hamiltonian is understood to be the function 1.
It is sometimes convenient to view η(X) in terms of a moment map. Let con(M,D)∗ denote
the algebraic dual of con(M,D), and define the moment map Υ : Do+−−→con(M,D)
∗ by
〈Υ(p, η),X〉 = η(X)(p).
So Υ(p, η) ∈ con(M,D)∗ is identified with the linear function evp ◦ η : con(M,D)−−→R where
evp is the evaluation map at p. Fixing the isomorphism η : con(M,D)−−→C
∞(M) identifies the
image of Υ in con(M,D)∗ with the smooth functions η(X). We usually consider restricting the
moment map to certain finite dimensional Lie subalgebras g of con(M,D), and we identify the
dual g∗ with the vector space {η(X) | X ∈ g}.
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3.2 First integrals
We say that a smooth function f ∈ C∞(M) is a first integral of the contact Hamiltonian
structure (M,D, η, h) if f is constant along the flow of the Hamiltonian vector field, that is if
Xhf = 0. Unlike the symplectic case a contact Hamiltonian is not necessarily a first integral of
its Hamiltonian structure, that is it is not necessarily constant along its own flow!
Lemma 1. Let (M,D, η, h) be a contact Hamiltonian system. Then the following holds:
Xhf = (Rηh)f + {h, f}η . (3)
In particular, the Hamiltonian function h itself is a first integral if and only if h ∈ C∞(M)Rη ,
or equivalently Xh lies in the subalgebra con(M,η).
Proof. We have
Xhf = £Xh
(
η(Xf )
)
= (£Xhη)(Xf ) + η([Xh,Xf ]) = af + {h, f}η
for some a ∈ C∞(M). But we also have
a = aη(Rη) = (£Xhη)(Rη) = (Xh dη)(Rη) + dh(Rη) = Rηh
which gives equation (3). For the special case of f = h, we have
Xhh = (Rηh)h. (4)
So we see that h is constant along its own flow if and only if it is constant along the flow
of the Reeb vector field. But Rηh = 0 if and only if h ∈ C
∞(M)Rη which is equivalent to
Xh ∈ con(M,η). 
This begs the question: given a Hamiltonian function f ∈ C∞(M) does there always exist a
contact form η such that f is constant along the flow of the Reeb vector field of η, or equivalently
given X ∈ con(M,D) does there always exist an η such that X ∈ con(M,η)? The answer is no
as now shown.
Proposition 1. Let (M,D) be a co-oriented contact manifold. Then there exist functions h ∈
C∞(M) that are not a first integral of their Hamiltonian system (M,D, η, h) for any contact
form η.
Proof. At each point ofM we know that Rη is transversal to D. So we choose any h ∈ C
∞(M)
such that at p ∈ M we have ker dhp = Dp. Then Rηh(p) 6= 0, and the result follows from
Lemma 1.4 
In the symplectic case the fact that a Hamiltonian h and a function f commute under Poisson
bracket is equivalent to f being a first integral which is also equivalent to the vector fields Xh
and Xf being isotropic with respect to the symplectic form ω. These equivalences no longer
hold in the contact case. To have a viable theory in the contact case we should restrict our class
of Hamiltonians.
Definition 1. We say that a contact Hamiltonian h is good if there exists a contact form η such
that h is constant along the flow of the Reeb vector field Rη, or equivalently Xhh = 0. More
explicitly, we say that h is a good Hamiltonian with respect to η. With this η chosen we also say
that the contact Hamiltonian system (M,D, η, h) is good.
4I thank a referee for this very concise proof.
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We now give some straightforward results for good Hamiltonian systems.
Lemma 2. Let (M,D, η, h) be a good contact Hamiltonian system. Then
1. f ∈ C∞(M) is a first integral of (M,D, η, h) if and only if {h, f}η = 0.
2. If f is a first integral of h, then h is a first integral of f if and only if f is constant along
the Reeb flow of Rη, i.e. f is a good Hamiltonian with respect to η.
3. If f is good with respect to η then f is a first integral of h if and only if h is a first integral
of f .
4. Suppose that h and f are mutual first integrals of each other, then f is good with respect
to η.
5. If f is good with respect to η then the pointwise linear span of {Xh,Xf} is isotropic with
respect to dη if and only if {h, f}η = 0.
6. If f is a first integral of (M,D, η, h), then the pointwise linear span of {Xh,Xf} is isotropic
with respect to dη if and only if Xfh = 0, or equivalently f is good with respect to η.
7. If f is a first integral of h, then Xh, Xf span an Abelian subalgebra of con(M,η).
Proof. Items (1)–(4) follow directly from Lemma 1 and Definition 1. (5) and (6) follow from (1)
and
dη(Xh,Xf ) = Xhf −Xfh− {h, f}η = Xhf − (Rηf)h.
Finally, Lemma 1 implies that Xh,Xf ∈ con(M,η). Since f is a first integral of h, we have
η([Xh,Xf ]) = {h, f}η = 0. But since the only infinitesimal contact transformation that is
a section of D is the 0 vector field, we have [Xh,Xf ] = 0 which proves (7). 
Remark 1. Notice that the Lie algebra C∞(M)Rη is the set of all good Hamiltonians with
respect to η.
Remark 2. More generally the last statement in the proof of Lemma 2 implies that {h, f}η = 0
if and only if [Xh,Xf ] = 0, and the latter is an Abelian subalgebra of the Lie algebra con(M,D)
of infinitesimal contact transformations.
3.3 Completely integrable contact Hamiltonian systems
As in symplectic geometry the notion of functions in involution is important; however, in contact
geometry it depends on a choice of contact form. For example, given two vector fields X,Y ∈
con(M,D), a choice of contact form η gives a pair of functions η(X), η(Y ) ∈ C∞(M). The vector
fields commute if and only if the two functions are in involution. However, choosing a different
contact form η′ = fη where f is nowhere vanishing gives two different functions, fη(X), fη(Y )
in involution.
Definition 2. Let (M,D, η, h) be a contact Hamiltonian system. A subset {h = f1, f2, . . . , fk}
of smooth functions is said to be in involution if {fi, fj}η = 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . , k.
If h is good with respect to η then it follows from (1) of Lemma 2 that the fj are all first
integrals of h; however, the symmetry of the symplectic case does not hold in general. The
function h may not be a first integral of fj for j = 2, . . . , k, since fj is not necessarily a good
Hamiltonian with respect to η.
Definition 3. Let (M,D, η, h) be a contact Hamiltonian system. We say that a subset {g1, . . . ,
gk} ⊂ C
∞(M) is independent if the corresponding set {Xg1 , . . . ,Xgk} of Hamiltonian vector
fields is pointwise linearly independent on a dense open subset.
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Remark 3. Unlike the symplectic case this is not equivalent to the condition dg1∧· · ·∧dgk 6= 0
on a dense open subset of M , since the latter does not hold when one of the Hamiltonian
vector fields is R-proportional to the Reeb field whose Hamiltonian is the function 1. Contact
Hamiltonian systems with Hamiltonian equal to 1 are both interesting and important as we shall
see.
Definition 4. A Hamiltonian contact structure (M,D, η, h) is said to be completely integrable
if there exists n + 1 first integrals, h, f1, . . . , fn, that are independent and in involution. We
denote such a Hamiltonian system by (M,D, η, h, {fi}
n
i=1).
It follows from equation (3) of Lemma 1 that a completely integrable Hamiltonian contact
structure (M,D, η, h, {fi}
n
i=1) is automatically good. However, unlike the symplectic case, hmay
not be a first integral of fi, and the subspace spanned by the corresponding vector fields may
not be isotropic. From Lemma 2 we have
Proposition 2. Suppose that the good Hamiltonian contact structure (M2n+1,D, η, h) has k+1
independent first integrals h = f0, f1, . . . , fk with k ≤ n. Then on a dense open subset the
corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields pointwise span a (k+1)-dimensional isotropic subspace
with respect to dη if and only if fi is good with respect to η for all i = 1, . . . , k.
Nevertheless, such contact Hamiltonian structures lift to the usual symplectic Hamiltonian
structures on the cone.
Proposition 3. Let (M2n+1,D, η, h) be a good contact Hamiltonian system. The maximal
number of independent first integrals of the system (M2n+1,D, η, h) that are in involution is
n + 1. In particular, a completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system on (M,D) lifts to
a completely integrable Hamiltonian system on (C(M),Ω).
Proof. As discussed at the end of Section 2.4 we can lift the independent Hamiltonian vector
fields of the first integrals to the symplectization (C(M),Ω), and a direct computation [18]
shows that an Abelian subalgebra of con(M,D) lifts to an Abelian subalgebra in sym(C(M),Ω).
The maximal dimension of such an Abelian subalgebra is n+ 1. 
Generally, the Hamiltonian vector fields may not be complete, so they do not integrate to an
element of the contactomorphism group Con(M,D), but only to the corresponding pseudogroup.
Even if the manifold is compact so the Abelian Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields integrates
to an Abelian group A ⊂ Con(M,D), it may not be a closed Lie subgroup of Con(M,D) as we
shall see in Example 2 below.
Definition 5. We say that the completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system (M,D, η, h,
{fi}
n
i=1) is completely good if the first integral fi is good with respect to η for all i = 1, . . . , n.
From the definitions it follows that
Proposition 4. A completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system (M,D, η, h = f0, fi, . . . , fn)
is completely good if and only if the corresponding commuting Hamiltonian vector fields Xf0 , . . . ,
Xfn lie in the subalgebra con(M,η).
Most of the known completely integrable contact Hamiltonian systems are completely good,
but here is a simple example which is not completely good.
Example 1. Take M = R3 with standard coordinates (x, y, z) and standard contact form
η = dz− ydx. The Reeb vector field is Rη = ∂z. Take h = −y as the Hamiltonian which is good
with respect to η and take f = z as a first integral. The first integral f is not good with respect
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to η since Rηf = ∂zf = 1. The functions h and f are in involution, since the corresponding
vector fields, which are
Xh = ∂x, Xf = z∂z + y∂y,
commute. However, they are not isotropic with respect to dη since dη(Xh,Xf ) = y = −h 6= 0.
A question that arises is whether there exists a different contact form η′ in D such that the
system (R3,D, η′, h, f) is completely good. So we look for a smooth positive function g on R3
such that η′ = gη that satisfies both £Xf (gη) = 0 and £Xh(gη) = 0. This implies gx = 0 and
0 = £Xf (gη) = (Xfg)η + g£Xf η =
(
Xfg + g
)
η.
Thus, g must be independent of x and homogeneous of degree −1 in y and z. But there is no
such positive smooth function on R3. So this completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system
is not completely good with respect to any contact form representing D = ker η. Notice also
that the same argument shows that the Hamiltonian z is not a good Hamiltonian with respect
to any η representing the standard contact structure (M,D = ker η).
Nevertheless this contact Hamiltonian system lifts to a completely integrable Hamiltonian
system on the symplectic cone C(M) ≈ R3×R+. In coordinates (x, y, z, r) the symplectic form
is
Ω = r2dx ∧ dy + 2rdr ∧ (dz − ydx).
The lifted vector fields are Xˆh = ∂x and Xˆf = z∂z+y∂y−
1
2r∂r with Hamiltonians −r
2y and r2z,
respectively.
Definition 6. A completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system (M2n+1,D, η, f0 = h, f1, . . . ,
fn) is of Reeb type if fi = 1 for some i = 0, . . . , n.
Of course, this is equivalent to the condition that the Reeb vector field Rη lies in the Abelian
Lie algebra spanned by the Hamiltonian vector fields Xf0 , . . . ,Xfn . We have
Theorem 2. A completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system (M2n+1,D, η, f0 = h, f1, . . . ,
fn) of Reeb type is completely good.
Proof. It is well known that the centralizer of the Reeb vector field Rη of a contact form η in
con(M,D) is the subalgebra con(M,η). So the condition {1, fi}η = 0 implies that Xi ∈ con(M,η)
for all i and this implies Rηfi = 0 for all i. 
The converse does not hold. Example 2 below is a completely good contact Hamiltonian
system on a compact manifold that is not of Reeb type. The contact Hamiltonian systems that
we are mainly concerned with in this paper are completely good.
Definition 7. A completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system (M2n+1,D, η, f0, f1, . . . , fn)
is said to be of toric type if the corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields Xf0 , . . . ,Xfn form the
Lie algebra of a torus T n+1 ⊂ Con(M,D). In this case we also call (M2n+1,D, η) a toric contact
manifold.
Example 2. Consider the unit sphere bundle S(T ∗T n+1) of the cotangent bundle of an (n +
1)-torus T n+1. In the canonical coordinates (x0, . . . , xn; p0, . . . , pn) on the cotangent bundle,
S(T ∗T n+1) is represented by
∑n
i=0 p
2
i = 1, with (x
0, . . . , xn) being the coordinates on the torus
T n+1. It is easy to see that the restriction of the canonical 1-form θ =
∑
i pidx
i on T ∗T n+1 to
S(T ∗T n+1) is a contact form η = θ|S(T ∗Tn+1) on S(T
∗T n+1). Moreover, this contact structure
is toric since T n+1 acts freely on S(T ∗T n+1) and leaves η invariant. The Reeb vector field Rη
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of η is the restriction of
∑n
i=0 pi∂xi to S(T
∗T n+1), and this does not lie in the Lie algebra tn+1
of the torus which is spanned by ∂xi . So this toric contact structure is not of Reeb type.
Note that the vector fields {Rη, ∂x0 , . . . , ∂xn} form an (n+ 2)-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra,
but the independence condition of Definition 3 fails. Note, however, that the vector fields
{Rη , ∂x1 , . . . , ∂xn} do form an (n+1)-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra and they are independent
on the dense open subset (p0 6= 0) in S(T
∗T n+1). This gives a completely good integrable
system of Reeb type on S(T ∗T n+1) which, however, is not of toric type, since the vector field Rη
generates an R action, and there are orbits of this R action whose closure is T n+1. So the
subgroup T n × R generated by this completely integrable system is not a closed Lie subgroup
of Con(S(T ∗T n+1), η).
Example 3. An example of a completely good integrable contact Hamiltonian system of Reeb
type that is not toric is given by the standard Sasakian contact structure on the Heisenberg
group H2n+1 [17]. As a contact manifold H2n+1 is just R2n+1 with contact form
η = dz −
n∑
i=1
yidx
i
given in global coordinates (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn, z). The connected component of the Sasakian
automorphism group is the semi-direct product (U(n)×R+)⋉H2n+1. Let Xi denote the vector
fields corresponding to the diagonal elements of U(n). Then the functions (1, η(X1), . . . , η(Xn))
make (H2n+1,D, η, 1) into a completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system of Reeb type
which is not toric since the corresponding Abelian group is T n ×R where the Reeb vector field
Rη = ∂z generates a real line R.
Another completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system on H2n+1 is obtained by taking
the Hamiltonian as a linear combination of the functions (η(X1), . . . , η(Xn)), say the sum h =∑
i η(Xi), and adding the function η(D) where D is the generator of the R
+ gives a completely
integrable contact Hamiltonian system on H2n+1 which by Proposition 4 is not completely good,
since D 6∈ con(M,η).
Completely integrable contact structures of toric type were first studied in [9], but their
definition was local in nature, hence more general than ours, involving the condition of transverse
ellipticity. The passage from local to global involves the vanishing of the monodromy of the so-
called Legendre lattice. On compact manifolds global toric actions were classified by Lerman
in [46] where it is shown that the toric contact structures of Reeb type are precisely those having
a description in terms of polyhedra as in the symplectic case. By averaging over the torus one
constructs a contact form in the contact structure D that is invariant under the action of the
torus. Thus,
Proposition 5. For a completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system of toric type there is
a contact form η such that the completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system (M2n+1,D, η, f0,
f1, . . . , fn) is completely good.
More generally one can use a slice theorem [46, 22] to prove
Proposition 6. Let (M2n+1,D, η, f0, f1, . . . , fn) be a completely integrable contact Hamiltonian
system, and suppose that the corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields {Xfi}
n
i=0 form the Lie
algebra of an (n + 1)-dimensional Abelian subgroup A of Con(M,D) whose action on M is
proper. Then there exists a contact form η0 representing D such that A ⊂ Con(M,η0) and the
corresponding completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system (M2n+1,D, η0, f0, f1, . . . , fn) is
completely good.
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The Lie algebra a of A provides M with a singular foliation Fa whose generic leaves are
submanifolds of maximal dimension n+ 1. Note that Fa is a true (n+ 1)-dimensional foliation
on a dense open subset W ⊂ M . Let piD : TM−−→D denote the natural projection. Then the
image piD(a) defines another singular foliation on M called the Legendre foliation whose generic
leaves are n-dimensional, called Legendrian submanifolds. The leaves of both of these foliations
are endowed with a canonical affine structure [49, 56]. In particular, compact leaves are tori.
This is part of the contact analogue of the well known Arnold–Liouville theorem in symplectic
geometry.
3.4 Conjugacy classes of contact Hamiltonian systems
Let (M2n+1,D, η, f0, f1, . . . , fn) be a completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system. Then
the vector fields {Xfi}
n
i=0 span an (n+1)-dimensional Abelian Lie subalgebra an+1 of con(M,D).
Such Lie subalgebras are maximal in the sense that they have the maximal possible dimension
for Abelian subalgebras of con(M,D). We are interested in the conjugacy classes of completely
integrable Hamiltonian systems. These should arise from conjugacy classes of maximal Abelian
subalgebras of con(M,D). First notice that by indentifying con(M,D) as the Lie algebra of
left invariant (or right invariant) vector fields on M leaving D invariant, we can make the
identification AdφX = φ∗X for X ∈ con(M,D) and φ ∈ Con(M,D). Thus, by duality we have
Ad∗φη = (φ
−1)∗η. So under conjugation if h = η(X) and h′ = ((φ−1)∗η)(φ∗X) we have
h′(p) = ((φ−1)∗η)(φ∗X)(p) = η(φ
−1
∗ φ∗X)(φ
−1(p)) = η(X)(φ−1(p)) = (h ◦ φ−1)(p).
This leads to
Definition 8. We say the contact Hamiltonian systems (M,D, η, h) and (M,D, η′, h′) are con-
jugate if there exists φ ∈ Con(M,D) such that η′ = (φ−1)∗η and h′ = h ◦ φ−1.
Now goodness is preserved under conjugation. More explicitly,
Lemma 3. If h ∈ C∞(M) is good with respect to the contact form η, then h′ = h ◦ φ−1 is good
with respect to η′ = (φ−1)∗η for any φ ∈ Con(M,D).
Proof. From equation (4) any smooth function h is good with respect to η if and only if
Xhh = 0. We have
Xh′h
′ = (AdφXh)(h ◦ φ
−1) = (φ∗Xh)(h ◦ φ
−1) = d((φ−1)∗h)(φ∗Xh)
= ((φ−1)∗dh)(φ∗Xh) = dh(φ
−1
∗ φ∗Xh) = dh(Xh) = Xhh = 0. 
Similarly, two completely integrable contact Hamiltonian systems (M,D, η, h, {fi}
n
i=1) and
(M,D, η′, h′, {f ′i}
n
i=1) are conjugate if there exists φ ∈ Con(M,D) such that η
′ = (φ−1)∗η, h′ =
h ◦ φ−1, and f ′i = fi ◦ φ
−1 for all i = 1, . . . , n. It is easy to see that
Lemma 4. If a completely integrable contact Hamiltonian system (M2n+1,D, η, f0, f1, . . . , fn) is
either completely good, of Reeb type, or toric type, so is any conjugate of (M2n+1,D, η, f0, f1, . . . ,
fn) by any element of Con(M,D).
In the case of a completely good integrable contact Hamiltonian system we can consider the
conjugacy of an entire Abelian algebra instead of the functions individually. In this case the
conjugate system (M2n+1,D, η′, f ′0, f
′
1, . . . , f
′
n) satisfies
η′ =
(
φ−1
)∗
η, f ′i =
n∑
j=0
Aijfj ◦ φ
−1 for all i = 0, . . . , n,
where Aij are the components of a matrix A ∈ GL(n+ 1,R).
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Conjugacy classes of completely good integrable contact Hamiltonian systems correspond to
conjugacy classes of maximal Abelian subalgebras of dimension n+1 in con(M,D) whose projec-
tions onto D are isotropic with respect to dη for any (hence, all) contact form η representing D.
The completely integrable contact Hamiltonian systems considered in Section 4 are toric, hence
completely good. In particular, we are interested in the inequivalent ways that a given contact
Hamiltonian system (M2n+1,D, η, h) may be completely integrable. This corresponds to maxi-
mal Abelian subalgebras of con(M,D) containing a fixed one-dimensional subalgebra generated
by Xh. We give an important example of this in Section 4 where the distinct conjugacy classes
are related to inequivalent Sasaki–Einstein metrics on S2 × S3. In this case the Hamiltonian
vector field is the Reeb vector field of a preferred contact form, and the contact Hamiltonian
systems are actually T 2-equivariantly equivalent, but not T 3-equivariantly equivalent.
The general situation we are interested in is as follows: consider a contact structure D
on a manifold M of dimension 2n + 1, and fix a contact form η. Suppose that the group
Con(M,η) has exactly n(D, n+ 1) conjugacy classes of maximal tori of dimension n+ 1. Thus,
the Hamiltonian system (M,D, η, 1) has at least n(D, n + 1) inequivalent ways that make it
completely integrable. Moreover, it is easy to construct examples [19, 18] where n(D, n + 1)
is quite large. In fact, for the toric contact structures Y p,q on S2 × S3 discussed in Section 4,
there are at least p − 1 conjugacy classes of maximal tori of dimension 3 when p is prime. So
the corresponding first integrals cannot all be independent. The same is true on the level of
the symplectic base space discussed at the end of Section 2.1. A question that arose during the
conference is whether this phenomenon is at all related to that of superintegrability. However, it
appears that this is not the case. In symplectic geometry superintegrable Hamiltonian systems
arose from the noncommutative or generalized Arnold–Liouville theorem of Nehorosev [54], and
Mishchenko and Fomenko [53], and recently this notion has come to the forefront of mathematical
physics (see for example [58, 33] and references therein). Nevertheless, it would be of interest
to develop the non-commutative theory in the contact setting.
4 Toric contact structures on S2 × S3
In this section we consider the special case of toric contact structures, denoted by Y p,q where
p, q are relatively prime integers satisfying 0 < q < p, on S2 × S3 that were first constructed
in [36]. The contact bundle of these structures has vanishing first Chern class; however, they
are not the most general toric contact structures with vanishing first Chern class. The latter
were studied in [28, 51]. Here for reasons of simplicity we consider only the case of the Y p,q.
More general toric contact structures, including ones with nonvanishing first Chern class, on S3
bundles over S2 are considered in greater detail in [25].
4.1 Circle reduction of S7
The structures Y p,q on S2×S3 can be obtained by the method of symmetry reduction from the
standard contact structure on S7 by a certain circle action. For a review of contact reduction
we refer to Chapter 8 of [22], while complete details of this case can be found in [25]. Consider
the standard T 4 action on C4 given by zj 7→ e
iθjzj . Its moment map Υ4 : C
4 \ {0}−−→t∗4 = R
4
is given by
Υ4(z) =
(
|z1|
2, |z2|
2, |z3|
2, |z4|
2
)
.
Now we consider the circle group T (p, q) acting on C4 \ {0} by
(z1, z2, z3, z4) 7→
(
ei(p−q)θz1, e
i(p+q)θz2, e
−ipθz3, e
−ipθz4
)
, (5)
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where p and q are positive integers satisfying 1 ≤ q < p. The moment map for this circle action
is given by
Υ1(z) = (p− q)|z1|
2 + (p+ q)|z2|
2 − p
(
|z3|
2 + |z4|
2
)
.
Representing S7 by (p− q)|z1|
2 + (p+ q)|z2|
2 + p(|z3|
2 + |z4|
2) = 1 shows that the zero set of Υ1
restricted to S7 is S3 × S3 represented by
(p − q)|z1|
2 + (p+ q)|z2|
2 =
1
2
, |z3|
2 + |z4|
2 =
1
2p
.
The action of the circle T (p, q) on this zero set is free if and only if gcd(q, p) = 1. Assuming
this the procedure of contact reduction gives the quotient manifold Y p,q = S7/T (p, q) with its
induced contact structure Dp,q.
Proposition 7. The quotient contact manifold (Y p,q,Dp,q) is diffeomorphic to S
2 × S3.
Proof. (Outline.) By a result of Lerman [48] the condition gcd(q, p) = 1 implies that the
manifold Y p,q is simply connected and that H2(Y
p,q,Z) = Z. Furthermore, it is not difficult
to see [25] that the first Chern class c1(Dp,q) vanishes, so the manifold is spin. The result then
follows by the Smale–Barden classification of simply connected 5-manifolds. 
It follows from [52] that the contact structures Y p,q are precisely the ones discovered in [36]
that admit Sasaki–Einstein metrics. We should also mention that the case (p, q) = (1, 0) admits
the well-known homogeneous Sasaki–Einstein metric found over 30 years ago by Tanno [57]. Our
proof expresses the Y p,q as S1-orbibundles over certain orbifold Hirzebruch surfaces. A connec-
tion between the Y p,q and Hirzebruch surfaces was anticipated by Abreu [1].
4.2 Outline of the proof of Theorem 1
The proof that the contact structures are inequivalent if p′ 6= p uses contact homology as very
briefly described in Section 2.6. For full details of a more general result we refer to [25]; however,
the case for the Y p,q was worked out by Abreu and Macarini [2], so we shall just refer to their
paper for the proof.
To prove that the contact structures Y p,q and Y p,q
′
are contactomorphic requires a judicious
choice of Reeb vector field in the Sasaki cone, or equivalently, a judicious choice of contact
form. First the infinitesimal generator of the circle action given by equation (5) is Lp,q =
(p−q)H1+(p+q)H2−p(H3+H4) whereHj is the infinitesimal generator of the action zj 7→ e
iθjzj
on C4 restricted to S3×S3. Choosing the vector field Rp,q = (p+q)H1+(p−q)H2+p(H3+H4)
gives the T 2-action generated by Lp,q and Rp,q as
z 7→
(
ei((p+q)φ+(p−q)θ)z1, e
i((p−q)φ+(p+q)θz2, e
ip(φ−θ)z3, e
ip(φ−θ)z4
)
.
Upon making the substitutions ψ = φ− θ and χ = (p− q)ψ + 2pθ we obtain the action
z 7→
(
ei(2qψ+χ)z1, e
iχz2, e
ipψz3, e
ipψz4
)
. (6)
It is easy to check that Rp,q is a Reeb vector field, that is η(Rp,q) > 0 everywhere, where η is the
contact form on Y p,q induced by the reduction procedure. Furthermore, the circle action on Y p,q
generated by Rp,q is quasiregular and gives an orbifold Boothby–Wang quotient space Zp,q. We
now identify this quotient as an orbifold Hirzebruch surface, that is a Hirzebruch surface with a
nontrivial orbifold structure. To do so we equate the T 2 reduction of S3 × S3 by the action (6)
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with the C∗×C∗ quotient of C2 \ {0}×C2 \ {0} by the complexified T 2
C
-action with parameters
τ , ζ:
z 7→
(
τ2qζz1, ζz2, τ
pz3, τ
pz4
)
. (7)
Since p and q are relatively prime there are two cases to consider. If p is odd then equation (7)
stays as is; however, if p is even we can redefine τ to give
z 7→
(
τ qζz1, ζz2, τ
p˜z3, τ
p˜z4
)
,
where p = 2p˜.
When p is odd we define homogeneous coordinates in CP1×CP2 by setting (w1, w2) = (z3, z4)
and (y1, y2, y3) = (z
p
2z
2q
3 , z
p
2z
2q
4 , z
p
1), we see that the quotient space Zp,q is represented by the
equation
w2q1 y2 = w
2q
2 y1.
This is well known to be the even Hirzebruch surface S2q which is diffeomorphic to S
2 × S2.
However, the divisors E = (z1 = 0) and F = (z2 = 0) are branch divisors with ramification
index p. So we have a non-trivial orbifold structure (S2q,∆p) with
∆p =
(
1−
1
p
)
(E + F ).
When p is even we get an orbifold Hirzebruch surface (Sq,∆p˜) with
∆p˜ =
(
1−
1
p˜
)
(E + F ).
In this case q must be odd so we have an odd Hirzebruch surface Sq which is diffeomorphic to
the blow-up of CP2 at a point.
Remark 4. The orbifold structure plays a crucial role in the existence of Sasaki–Einstein metrics
in the Sasaki cone of Y p,q. In both cases the surfaces (S2q,∆p) and (Sq,∆p˜) are log del Pezzo,
that is, the orbifold anticanonical divisor is ample; whereas, it is well known that the ordinary
anticanonical divisor for a Hirzebruch surface Sk is ample only for k = 0, 1. So the orbifold
structure allows for positive Ricci curvature metrics on Y p,q realized as the total space of the
S1-orbibundle or alternatively Seifert fibration over the log del Pezzo surfaces (Sk,∆p).
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, we generalize a result of Karshon [42, 43] to show that
Y p,q and Y p,q
′
are contactormophic. Let us assume that p is odd as the proof in the p even
case is similar. Karshon [43] shows that the smooth manifold S2 × S2 with the symplectic form
ω = ω1+kω2 where ωi is the standard Ka¨hler form on the ith copy of S
2 has exactly k conjugacy
classes of 2-tori in its symplectomorphism group, and that these correspond to different choices
of compatible complex structures. In this way each even Hirzebruch surface S2q occurs with
0 ≤ q < k, and using her previous results [42] Karshon shows that they are all S1 equivariantly
symplectomorphic.
In our case we have the orbifold Hirzebruch surface (S2q,∆p) with the same symplectic form
ω = ω1 + pω2 as in the smooth case. Now let us write (S2q,∅) to denote the even Hirzebruch
surface with the trivial orbifold structure, that is the charts are just the standard manifold charts.
In this situation as emphasized in [39] we consider the map 1l : (S2q,∆)−−→(S2q,∅) which is the
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identity as a set map, and a Galois cover with trivial Galois group. Now let 1 ≤ q, q′ < p and
K : S2q−−→S2q′ be the Karshon symplectomorphism. Then we have a commutative diagram
(S2q,∆p)
Kp
−−−−→ (S2q′ ,∆p)y1l
x1l
−1
(S2q,∅)
K
−−−−→ (S2q′ ,∅)
which defines the upper horizontal arrow Kp and shows that it too is an S
1-equivariant symplec-
tomorphism. But it is easy to see that K leaves both divisors E and F invariant separately, and
this shows that Kp is an orbifold diffeomorphism, and hence, an orbifold symplectomorphism.
But then as shown in [47, 18] this symplectomorphism lifts to a T 2-equivariant contactomor-
phism. Hence, the contact structures Y p,q and Y p,q
′
are contactomorphic. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.
4.3 Extremal Sasakian metrics on S2 × S3
Extremal Sasakian structures are closely related to the better known extremal Ka¨hlerian struc-
tures [27], and were first defined in [23]. They were studied further in [24, 19, 45].
Consider the following deformation of a Sasakian structure S = (ξ, η,Φ, g) by deforming
the contact form by sending η 7→ η(t) = η + tζ where ζ is a basic 1-form with respect to
the characteristic foliation Fξ defined by the Reeb vector field Rη = ξ, that is, ζ depends
only on the variables transverse to the Reeb field ξ. Note that since the ζ is basic η(t) has
the same Reeb vector field ξ as η for all t in a suitable interval containing 0 and such that
η(t) ∧ dη(t) 6= 0. Let Lξ denote the 1-dimensional subbundle of the tangent bundle generated
by ξ, and set ν(Fξ) = TM/Lξ. Let J¯ denote the complex structure on ν(Fξ) induced by Φ, and
let S(ξ, J¯) denote the deformation space of such Sasakian structures. Following [23] we let sg
denote the scalar curvature of g and define the “energy functional” E : S(ξ, J¯)−→R by
E(S) =
∫
M
s2gdµg, (8)
i.e. the L2-norm of the scalar curvature. Critical points S of this functional are called extremal
Sasakian structures. Similar to the Ka¨hlerian case, the Euler-Lagrange equations for this func-
tional give [23] the following statement. A Sasakian structure S ∈ S(ξ, J¯) is a critical point for
the energy functional (8) if and only if the gradient vector field ∂#g sg is transversely holomor-
phic. In particular, Sasakian metrics with constant scalar curvature are extremal. Here ∂#g is the
(1, 0)-gradient vector field defined by g(∂#g ϕ, ·) = ∂¯ϕ. It is important to note that a Sasakian
metric g is extremal if and only if the ‘transverse metric’ gD = dη ◦ (Φ ⊗ 1l) is extremal in the
Ka¨hlerian sense which follows from the well known relation (cf. [22]) between scalar curvatures
sg = s
T
g − 2n where s
T
g is the scalar curvature of the transverse metric gD.
We now consider the toric contact structures Y p,q on S2×S3. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion it is known [36] that for every relatively prime pair (p, q) with 1 ≤ q < p there is a unique
Sasaki–Einstein metric in the Sasaki cone of Y p,q. Sasaki–Einstein metrics have constant scalar
curvature, and thus, define extremal Sasakian structures. In fact when c1(D) = 0 any Sasakian
metric of constant scalar curvature is related by a transverse homothety to a Sasaki–Einstein
metric. So there is a unique ray of Sasakian metrics with constant scalar curvature. Now fixing
the contact structure Dp up to isomorphism there are φ(p) inequivalent toric contact structures
associated with Dp, hence, φ(p) Sasaki cones t
+
3 (q), and each Sasaki cone has a unique ray of
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constant scalar curvature metrics. Moreover, by applying the Openness theorem of [23] there is
an open cone e3(q) ⊂ t
+
3 (q) of extremal Sasaki metrics about each of these rays.
Other extremal Sasakian metrics in the toric contact structures Y p,q can be obtained by
a different choice of Reeb vector field.
Proposition 8. Consider the toric contact structure (Y p,q,Dp) on S
2 × S3 obtained from the
circle reduction of Section 4.1. Let η be the contact form whose Reeb vector field is
Rη = (p− q)H1 + (p+ q)H2 + p(H3 +H4).
Then the induced Sasakian structure S = (Rη , η,Φ, g) is extremal with non-constant scalar
curvature.
Proof. The quotient space of Y p,q by the two torus T 2 generated by the vector fields Lp,q =
(p− q)H1 + (p+ q)H2 − p(H3 +H4) and Rη = (p− q)H1 + (p + q)H2 + p(H3 +H4) is
CP(p¯−, p¯+)× CP
1
with the product complex structure where CP(p¯−, p¯+) is a weighted projective space, and
(p¯−, p¯+) = (p − q, p + q) if p − q is odd, and (p¯−, p¯+) = (
p−q
2 ,
p+q
2 ) if p − q is even. The
orbifold Ka¨hler form on CP(p¯−, p¯+)× CP
1 is
ω = pω1 + gcd(p− q, p+ q)ω2, (9)
where ωi is the standard Fubini–Study form on the ith factor. Note that because of the conditions
on (p, q) the gcd(p − q, p+ q) is either 1 or 2, and it is 2 only when p and q are both odd.
Now according to Bryant [26] weighted projective spaces have Bochner-flat Ka¨hler orbifold
metrics which by [29] are extremal. Moreover, when the weights are not all one the extremal
metrics have non-constant scalar curvature. The standard Ka¨hler structure ω2 on CP
1 has
constant scalar curvature, so the weighted product structure ω of equation (9) has the form
sω = p
−1s1+ c where s1 is the scalar curvature of ω1 and c is a constant. Since ω1 is extremal so
is ω, so the vector field ∂#ω sω is holomorphic. Moreover, this lifts to a transversely holomorphic
vector field on Y p,q which equals ∂#g sg where sg is the scalar curvature of the Sasakian metric g
implying that g is extremal. 
Again applying the openness theorem [23], we obtain an open cone of extremal metrics
containing the extremal structure of Proposition 8. At this time we do not know whether the
full extremal set e3(q) in t
+
3 (q) is connected. Note also that the pair (p¯−, p¯+) is never (1, 1), so
the first factor is always a weighted projective line, that is it is CP1 with a non-trivial orbifold
structure.
In [18, 19] the author introduced the notion of a Sasaki bouquetBN (D) associated to a contact
structure which consists of a union of N Sasaki cones. Thus, associated to the contact struc-
ture Dp on S
2 × S3 we have a bouquet Bφ(p)(Dp) consisting of φ(p) Sasaki cones. Moreover,
each Sasaki cone has an extremal subset. Exactly how large these extremal sets are is unknown
at this time. The only toric contact structures where the Sasakian extremal set is known to fill
up the Sasaki cone is for the standard toric contact structure on the sphere S2n+1 [23] and the
standard completely integrable contact structure of Reeb type (H2n+1,D, η, 1) of Example 3 on
the Heisenberg group [17].
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